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Largest
Circulation In The
City; Largest
Circulation In
• The County
United Press

IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 4, 1956

Vol. LXXVII No. 236

MURRAY POPULATION 101100
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SITE OF DIAL EXCHANGE PURCHASED HERE
Local Man Is Killed
In Wreck Last Night
colored Man
Dies, Three
Are Injured

Hal Kingins Some
Better At Hospital
Hal K. Kingins was reported
to be resting some better this
afternoon at Murray General
Hospital
He has been a patient at the
hospital for the past Week. His
mother, Mrs. Carl K. Kingins,
said today, he will be moved to
Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville
as soon as the family is able to
acquire a room there.
Due to. the overcrowded condition of the Nashville Hospital,
they have been unable to reserve
a room thus far.
Kingins room number at the
Murray Hospital is 215. He is
not pernUtted to have visitors
at this time, but would appreciate cards.
Kingins is a emery popular
young man in Murray and he
and his family are widely known
throughout the county He. is

Urges All To
See Show On
Civil Defense

IGNORED AUTO SPEED WARNING

Telephone Company Buys Lot;
New Building Being Designed

Civil Defense Director, Lt Col
John 0. Pasco. urges that all
icsideats of Murray and CalloAn over - all telephone imway County make a special
provement and expansion proeffort to listen Thursday, Oct.
' 4th, at 7:30 p.m. (Murray time) gram has started with the puron Station WLAV-TV to "For- chase of a building lot by
bidden Area", a dramatic s,how Southern Bell, it was announced
-which helps to emphasize the today.
Aceoiding to Mr. F. H. Riddle.
need for Civil Defense.
The show is CBS Television's manager' for the company, a lot
choice to mark the premiere of wall purchased on Olive Street
its new heur-and-a-half "Play- on" whcifi a new dial and toil
hou4 90" series, and is based central office building will be
on a novel written by Pat Frank, erected. Preliminary engineering
and designing of the building are
author of -Mr. Adam."
Plot of the show deals with under way on the project.
Mr. Riddle pointed out that
a top-seeret Pentagon unit, a
Russian Saboteur in the U. S. while more specific details are
,Air Force, and the launching net yet. available, further inferid an Atomic attack on the matoin will be available as plans
United States,
prtigress.
The President announces to
Additional switchisoards have
the public that an attack is been recently installed, and even
coming and the the country is with
this increased
capacity
in Civii Defense readiness. Meanuthern Bell officials forecast
while sabotage clues are trac
that some time in 1957 these
frantically to the drama's breath new addftions will be completely
taker; climax.
exhausted. Heading the cas: of character
The lot has a fronting of 239
are Charlton Heston, Tab Hunt
, feet with 150 feet depth along
er, Diana Lynn, Vincent Price,
Victor Jory and dietaries BickTOBACCA CURING NEWS
ford.
,

Hampers
High
Grid Practice

1 Rain
M

Seventh Street. The telephone
company has purchased this let
from Dr. F. E. Crawford.
-Our objective is to give the
people of Murray the very best
telephone service possible. The
plans we have announced will
be progress towards that objective of meeting the full telephone service needs here," Mr.
Riddle said.
An announcement has not been
made as to the exact date that
dial service will be instituted in
Murray, however it is believed
that It will be in the next two
years.
Southern Bell has always constructed residence' like buildings
for their exchanges, so as not
to. detract • from the residential
areas in which they are located.
It has not been too long since
big improvements were made in
the present telephone compans,
building. The building w a s
doubled in size and much equip-.
ment was added, but the startle
ing growth of Murray during the,
pt ten years soon exhausted
the new facilities.
The new___Iocationtbo-telor-phone building is lecated at the
corner of Seventh a n d Olive
streets, diagonally across from
the Health Center,
F. H. Riddle is manager ,of the
local exchange an 011ie Brown
is manager - of the installation
and service parrot the exchange.
• 4

A colored man was killed last
Rain hampered the scheduled
niglgt and two members of his
heavy grid drills of Coach Ty
farolly were injured and another
Holland's Murray High Tigers
posenger injured, when his car
yesterday, but he maintained
csiTlided with a tractor-trailer
that the visiting Bowling Green
near Princeton, Kentucky.
team was not to be regarded
John Henry Hornbuckle. age
too lightly.
59, vsras killed in the collision
"Bowling Green is always
and his wife. Frocie Mae retough for us." he added. Local
ceived a broken leg. His daughfans will have a chance to
ter Thelma, age 17. received
observe the famed "Tennessee
a broken arm. The two also
systeni" as is employed by the
THE DRIVEWS HAND that slipped from the steering wheel as the car
received cuts and bruises.
Invaders,
in
their
singlr
wing
turned the corner at 33 miles an hour resulted in this "extra" wreck
Betty Jhne McGeehee, t h e
beside the battered auto that had been placed there as a speed
attack.
other passenger, received a fracwarning. Here, a policeman talks to driver Patrick McDonough of
Murray has Inc casualty; Glin
tned leg, and cuts and bruises.
who was later fined $50 for reckless driving after his
Milwaukee,
Brewer. the regular fullback will
The Murray people were on
from the hospital. He Was treated for bruises.(International)
release
.
miss Friday's game due to •a _
their way to attend a meeting
ay. United Press
..---at a Baptist church near Prince- employed at the local postoffice bad leg. He will probably be
- Curing weather for tobacco
either Harry Allison
ton. Trooper Louis Oliver said and is a member of
will continue poor today and tothe
at-replaced
or Dick George.
that he was told that Hornbuckle Baptist
night although it probably 'will
Church. He and his famwas having trouble with the ily
seek
its
Green
will
Bowling
make their home at 217 South
The Murray High Cubs and be drier Fricfay, the weather
steering gear of his car and
first win; they have 1 tie in
15th Street in Murray.
the Grove High Baby Blue Devils bureau reported today. .
that it suddenly swerved across
three decisions, while the Tigers
Curing weather has been fair
(Parks) battled to a 6-6 tie
the highway and struck a trachope to extend their winning
Tuesday night at the local's to poor for the past two days.
tor-trailer driven by Edward
three.
streak to
Relative humidity will not fall
gridiron before a large crowd.
”••
-•
Jpson Stone of Princeton. He
The probable lineup for BowSly 40 WILLIAMS
Itritpt. He had the house, disrrf
a
,
,urth
y
t
ieci
g
t
h
u
e
IT
.
161
•
not injured in the eollisian.q
• is: Ends. Mutchlet
èiag
As summer draws to a close, mantled carefully and each piece
but ail' fise to 90 or 95' pee ,
quarter Xelien jell-117.441einullr°5-"-11
The accident occurred about
and Duncan; tackles, Huddleston and school children are settling of the building was coded.
1'1 lb. - ''.
tonight. 70 ter Clei:°' te4111
.‘ di
By United Press
Henry
grabbed
a
pass
in
the
one-fourth mile south of Princecent
guards. Reynolds down to another nine "months of
Farmers equipped to use artiCool air chilled the nation's and Sparks;
Every piece of the more than end zone, thrown by Gene King.
ton at Kevil Curve on Highway
center, Metley; QB, furthering their education, and
Stout;
and
midsection a n d thunderstorms
one hundred year old stone The Tennesseans had led since ficial heat in drying barns were
139.
Hughes; LH, Kitchens; RH, Stahl summer vacations end, we are
advised to start fires today to
building was shipped tp 'Green the second period.
Hornbuckle was known by moved up the Atlantic Coast to- and Fa Henon.
reminicent of the past thtee Field Village and reconstructed
They have a return genie in get tobacco dry again. Farmers
many people in the county and day.
Murray
Brewer,
wonderful months.
Except for
as it was originally. It has been Paris Oct. 18. Murray also will having no heating systems in I
The rain dampened' an area
he and his family held the
field its usual contention
We have heard several others a facinating sight for millions d
pu
lacyaha pair of games with Pa- , their barns were advised to open
respect of those who knew him. extending over most of the will
s Underway
ends;
echo our own personal opinion of visitbrs.
of Purdom and Hutson,
j barn ventilators this afternoon.
He was almost eligible for re- southeastern section of the counFartackles;
Futrell,
and
that
this
has
been
the
kind
of
Spann
the
try northeastward into N e w
tirement from his job with
Mrs. Pace said one could spend
Mayer, guards; Mc- summer most of us dream of
England. Mountainous areas from mer and
& St. L Railroad.
By JACK VANDENBERG
Cross. Buchanan during the cold, bleak winter hours in t h e Ford Museum
center:
Lemore,
emthe Rockies westward into Calipmortg.the interesting Ford colAils son. William, is an
United Press Staff Correspondent
Game time months.
backs.
Shroat.
and
lections. Many cif the items were
ployee of the daily Ledger and fornia also, were
visited
JACKSON, Mick Oct. 4 4A by
is 8:00.
Children have engaged in Thomas Edison's personal proTimes.
showers.
At least six separate investisports
and
fun
as
his
many
such
Hornbuckle is survived by
perties he worked with during
Cooler temperatures were regations were promised today in
basepall, fishing, marbles, play- his scientic experiments.
wife and seven children. Funeral corded over the Centralli Plains
the collapse of a four-story
ing "house" and all the other
arrangements a r e incomplete and most of the Great Lakes rebuilding - under - construction
The most remarkable exhibit
favorite ways of passing time,
pending arrival of several of the gion.
of all, to Mrs. Pace. Was a
tors, the physicians,- and a mil- which killed ten.
By LEO H. PETERSEN
many of which are known only
children who live away from
Six bodies are still buried
Western Nebraska reported
'carved display which had been
lion other things."
United Press Sports Editor
by the "sand-pile" set.
in the tangle of steel and conMurray.
early, morning temperature drops
carved by a prisoner and preBROOKLYN 'IP
CommisToday's game will be played
Most adults. too, after work- sented to Henry Ford,
of 10 to 20 degrees below WedThe ,local Ground Observer
sioner Ford C. Frick, after a Friday in Brooklyn, weather crete.
State Police Capt. Forest White
nesday's readings. New England Corps will man the observation ing-hours and during vacations
Mr. Ford had spent much conference with the umpires, an- permitting, and the subseqtient
temperatures lingered in the 40s, tomrerow from 6:00 a.m. until participated in the many activi- time and money in order to nounced today that the second games in Yankee Stadium will said the fire marshal's divisions
of state police would investibut the drenched Southeast pre- 6:00 p.m. according to Supervisor ties which, we are so fortunate make prison life easier. He had game of the World Series be- be pushed back a day.
to enjoy on our "beautifol Kengate. and listed these other planJohn- Pasco.
spired with lows in the 60s.
built a theatre, restaurant, club tween the Dodgers and Yankees
This
is
the
first
postponement
tucky
Lake."
Of
course,
fishing,
ned investigations:
Anyone wishing to participate
room and other recreational fa- had been' postponed.
The State Directors of Pupil
of a World Series game since
the all time favorite has ocA legislative committee probe
in the first alert is urged to
cilities. The prisoner, to show
Ftick made a detailed survey Sunday, Oct. 7,
Personnel held their annual
1951,
when
the headed by Rep. Wilfred G. Bascontact Mrs. C. C. Lowery, who cupied the spare time of many, his and other prisoner's appre- of the field and said that the'
meeting Monday night at the
Yankees
and the Giants were sett, of Jackson County's first
while others have enjoyed swimis in charge of scheduling or
ciation,- had carved this exhibit. playing conditions were satisKenlake Hotel and
discussed
the World Series opponents.
ming and boating. Other Sports
district; investigation by the inMr. Pasco.
It depicted everything Ford had factory, but that he was concernproblems concerning the n e w
which seem to be gaining fast
Wednesday's complete record
done for them. At least fifty ed about the latest weather, In •discussing the situation surance companies; by the conThis is the first alert which
foundation _program. etc.
in popularity are water skiing
follows:
with writers while he awaited tractors; by the city of Jackson
individually carved "people' forecast;
will he held on the , new Ground
Among 120 directors present
and, with the new Country club.
Census
34
were in the scene. Each was ' "In view of the forecast for -Siengers arrival, Frick recalled Building Departnient. and by
Observer Corps tower.
was Leon Grogan. Route 5, Murgolf is fast becoming a favorite.
Adult Beds .
60
in the form of a monkey. One continued rain, we decided it ttif opening game of the 1936 Consumers Power Co., the builday, Director of Pupil Personnel
During our reminicing, we also
Emergency Beds
26
was playing poker and best to call the game." he said. series between the Yankees and ing owners.
group
7' Calloway County. Principal
recall the Murrayans who have
Patients Admitted
Charges Green Concrete
7
•
one had little poker chips "The weather report for later the Gian.
each
speakers included. Robert Martaken vacations in practically
Patients Dismissed ... 2
The announcement of the inthe size of a' .pin ihead. The today is for heavy rain.
"That one was' played under
tin. Superintendant of the State
every
part
of
the
nation.
New Citizens .. ..... 3
vestigations came on the heels
entire scene was mounted on a
"No World Series game 'ever frightf01 conditions," he said. 'It
Board of Education, Miss GabOne very interestirtg vacation
of charges by Jackson fire Chief
half the
QUEMOY. Oct. 4 IP —The we heard about was the vaca- block of wood about
has been stopped short of nine started to rain early and it just
Abisthard of the U.S. Dept. of Educa- Patients admitted from Monday.
Harold brawford. director of
size of a desk top.
4:30 p.m. to Noon Wednesday Chinese Communist, are buildInnings and we don't want that kept getting harder and harder
tion, N. T. Hook, state auditor,
tion enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs.
To climax this vacation, the ever to happen. I feel today's all the -time. I don't think it rescue operations, and workmen
Mrs. Charles Johnson, Rt. 2, ing a causeway to a small island Joe Pace - and it was only
C. T. Ward and Stanley Hacker
that "green concrete' was the
across the genie
could. be played if the be fair to either of these teams cause.,
of the State Dept. of Education Kirksey; Mrs. Gene Thomas near Quemoy which would en- about a days drive from Mur- Pace's spent one day
this ray! Mrs. Pace said they visited northern border where they en- Current conditions _prevail. It to have to do that- today to bombard
"The directors were pleased Norman and baby boy, Rt. I. able them
They said forms were taken
scenic beauty of Can- would not be pleasant
with the hospitality expressed by Dexter; Leslie Morgan 815 N. NatioLpatisore_Island outpost Mr. Pace's sister, Mit. H. L. joyed the
but we especially when the weather re:
off _cdncrele floors and wprk
13th
St.,
Mayfield;
Mrs.
port
Thomas
indicates
we
spokesman
Will
military
have
a
incessantly,
a
Clark
and
Mr.
Clark
in
Detroit.
Could
play.
It
is
my
responsibithe peOple of talloway County,"
continued on higher stories withMr. Clark, whom the Paces' lity to the players and fans to fine day tomorrow."
Michigan.
difid Grogan. He mentioned Lex- Earl Cothran and baby boy, disclosed today.
in a few days, before the conuncle be sure that no game has to be •••
Rt.
2.
the
Golden
Pond;
is
Mrs.
Detroit.
Edgar
visited
in
the°Comsaid
While
there,
they
visited
many
spokesman
The
ington and Natural Bridge as
Break For Dodgers
crete hardened. Main contractor
Murray. called
The rainout was viewed as ri
because ofeativerse weathpossible sites for the 1957 meet- Houston and baby boy. Rt. 6, munists began work last year on of the interesting sights in anfl of Dr. Charles Clark of
Frank _Herlihy of Chicago said
Murray; Mrs. Billie Huie and a 2,000-yard causeway between around Detroit, such as North The Clarks are natives of Callo- er conditions.".
break for the Dodgers inasinuch this , wasn't so, that
ing
each floor
baby girl, 203 N. 16th St., Mur- the mainland and tiny Tating Land, a Detroit suburb. North way *County but have made their
Frick arrived at Ebbets Field a it will permit 39-year-old Sal had weeks to "set" before the
ray; Mrs. Morgan Rickman and Tao Island only 6.000 yards form Land is the worlds largest shop- home in Detroit the past twenty at
10130 a.m. EDT and immedi- Maglie who- won Wednesday's next went up.
LAND BOOM ON MARS
baby boy. Rt. 2, Calvert City;
Nationalist ping center. Mrs. Pace said the five years.
that
but
ately ordered that all gates were opener, 6-3' 'f gain an extra day
TOKYO Ilitt - Some enterpris- Miss Alecia Gail Hart, Rt. I, Quemoy
Rescue, work was suspended
gaps
in the most exciting phase of their
has
left
artillery
to remain closed until there was of rest. Don Newelimbe, today's
ing interplanetary real estate Buchanan.
earls! this morning while pillars
visit was their trip to -Green
link.
vital
a
decision
on
scheduled
whether
or
not
starter,
the
today
pointed and beams which could injure
agents today began selling 400He said if the Reds complete Field Village and the' Ford Mu..
game would be played.
out when Alston nominated him
acre lots on the planet Mars
rescuers were pulled or knocked
Mum.
•
in
can
bring
causeway
they
the
"That
is
to
prevent
Wednesday,
a terrific
that he would like down. Just before this suspenat the bargain price of 10 yen
In Green Fielnr Village, one
ammunition
of
supply
an
an
endless
ticket jam-up." he said.
extra day of rest 'also, after sion, four bloody helmets were
8 cents).
for guns already in place..there. can see a magnificent collection
After that Frick went to the the heavy burden he carried found in a basement corner.
of
houses
which
Henry
Ford
But as long as they must depend
The Ledger and Times failed 'Dodger club house to confer with during the late stages of the • On reports t1-4, building was
Jerry Ted' McCarthy, a mempractically all
transportation Oollected from
waterborne
on
through" on a story Brooklyn Manager Walter Als- National League campaign.
designed to withstand atomic
ber of the .United States Air
parts of the world,. These include to "follow
Quemoy will be spared heavy
which three juve- ton. He said he wanted to make
Newcombe, 27 - game winner attack,
Force, stationed in Tokyo. Japan,
the original work shop of Tho- last week in
Walter C. Schmidt, conbarrages.
'Navy the decision as early as possible thts season, still was expected
artillery
a
dault,
and
one
niles
By UNITED PRESS
has written his parents Mr. and
struction superintendent for Conmas Edison, the first house that
Corn-.
an
the
past.
he
said,
the
involved
in
but
to
In
had
to
face
veteran,
were
hold
off
until
Yankee
erratic
Don
Larsen,
an
Southwest Kentucky- Cloudy, Mrs
A. M. McCarthy, North
sumers Power Co., said:
was electrically 1 ight c d, 'the
Manager Casey Stengel arrived 11-5 pitcher during the regular
mild and humid today with a 13th street, that he has been monists have been able to bring . house.in which Fords first school alleged rape incident.
Atomic_ Attack Defense
about
200
week
rounds
a
at
the
in
park
at
11
American
a.m.
acquitted
of
Both
League
campaign when
The adult was
few light showers ending this promoted to Airman 2/c.
teacher lived, the house Stephen
"Well, there was a small room
be
increased
junk
which
would
managers
the
agreed
case
was
Series
best to
resumes Friday. The in the
morning. Partly cloudy tonight. He has been serving in the
Foster lived in when he was any connection with the
basement built to withodds on the Series shifted close,
and the hearing ended with tho postpone the game.
and Friday and not so herald. 'Art Iferce since September 4, to 1.000 rounds a day over the a child and many others.
stand atomic attack. It was to
link.
to "even money."
Points Out Responsibilities
Righ today 75 to 80. Low tonight 1955 /He received his training new
One of the most outstanding juvenile girl involved admitting
house the power distribution
Tating Tao is a flat island ly- ,houses was Sheppards Cottage. the entire incident was a false"I wanted to give the managStengel was disappointed at center in case of
A to 55, high Friday in 70s.
at Lackland Air Force Base,
an atom bomb
ing directly between Quemoy It is said Ford went to England hood.
ers the courtesy of giving their the postponement -because we: attack. But that was
San Antonio. Texas,
all."
_
and mainland. The Reds have in search of one particular kind
Some 5:30 a m. temperatures:
The Ledger and Tortes 'should opinions, but they would not have had all the rest we 'needed ' A plumber who escaped
from
Louisville 63. Lexington 81, Pa- JOE SMITH ESCORTS ADLAI been able to transport crimigh of house. After eighteen months have written this follow up necessarily he conclusive," Frick since we won the pennant. We
the
basement
and
whose
father
ducah 65. Bowling Green 84.
JERSEY CITY, N J. 1114 - heavy guns by ship to reach of looking, he found "Sheppard, article the next. day, on the said. "Each manager would be don't need this extra day."
was killed in the thunderous
-Covington 61, London 62 and AchaiSt evenson was escorted to most of the Nationalist Oland }cottage" which met his require- completion of the hearing" ift thinking of his pitching rotation
Nevertheless, Stengel conced- four-story collapse, said
failure
Hopkinsville 64.
his car after a speech here by stronghold, but have been', -Un- merits in every way except -It order to clear the persons in- and other factors. But it is my ed the weather was such the to allow the
Concrete to set was
Evansville, Ind.. 62,
able to knock . Quemoy out.
Police Inspector Jot Smith.
Was very run down and ill volved.
responsibility to think of Specta- game should have been called. I the cause.

Mr. And Mrs. Joe Pace Had
•
•
A
n Enjoyable Vacation

cfool Air Chills
4.7qm

'Tiger Cubs Win
Over Blue Devils

Midsection

nve8tigation

f B id'ing

World Series Game For Today
Is Postponed Because Of Rain

Ground Observer
Corps Will be In
Alert On Friday

crogan Attends
Annual Meeting

Hosoital News

Chinese Plan To
Bombard Outpost!'

'4 oF

Jerry Ted McCarty
Gets Promotion

Follow Up On Story
Should Have Been
Printed Last Week

WEATHER
REPORT
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THURSDAY — 0
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WIN OPENING SERIES GA
se

I

tried gamely to cushion old Oars Newcombe. who won 27 agahist
lead. Gilliam walked with one seven defeats, out to try to make
out and took third on Reese's it two in a row tomorrow while
single -to Center. But McDougald Casey Stengel. the skipper of the
CO., 131e
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE Wflhi
NATIONAL
cut -off the throw to third and Yankees, announced that D u n
MonFoe, Memphis. Tenn.: 258 Park Ave.. New York; 907 N Michigan
Reese wait run down. After Sni- Larsen with an 11-5 record,
AVit. Chicago. 80 Bolyston St, Boston.
der drew an intentional walk, would be his. "get even" pitchei.
Robinson grounded out to end
—ared at_tha Past Office, Murray. KentuckY. for teansanissies
Its
, hewer had made the first presi- the threat.
By OSCAR FRALEY
Second Class Matter
opening
Series
World
dential
wrder
United Press Sports
•
Roosevelt
President
the
aince
sesenth and eighth
both
pitch
1
In
per
SUIESCIIIPISOM RA111/1: By Carrier in Murray. per week 20e,
LYN. Oct. 3 'II' -- n 1936. 11 came on Mantle's innings the Yanks drew a walk
BR
Inon.h 83c. In Calloway and angening comities, per year $3 50; else- Swa
y Sal Ilhe Barber, Meg- booming shot over the right field
Oh one out as hiaglie's tired
• -where, a5.30.
WASHINGTON IF —Ths. Pub.
lie. pitching with his heart. his wall with old Country Slaughter arm was ered. But in the seventh
,first.
arm. took 0
weary
a
and
lhead
he got the next two men, and in lie Health Sers•ice said today
THURSDAY — OCTOBER. 4, 1966
a three-run cushion from the
tte eighth he closed it out that new • polio eases' dropped
Brooks Tie It
home run bat of Gil Hodges
•
against two pinch-hitters. fan- sharply last week. It is a strong
lirooklyn
predominately
The
and shaved the mighty New
Collins a n d getting new inticiation that the 1958 seacrowd had been comparativl niji
York Yankees, 6-3, today to win silent until Robinson led
Tom y Byrne on a pop foul to son has passed Oa peak.
the opening game of the World
The states reported 765 new
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
the bottom of the second with Cam anella.
Series.
polio cases last week cortoared
his homer into the lower left
they came to the top of the to 988 the presious week. The
The 39-year old 'Signe. re- field stands. The cascade of
Hunter Love. Murray photographer. has been awardgarded as "washed up has-been" sound continued as Hodges--the nih. and Sal fanned Bauer week's total also was L.r below
ers
AssociaPhotograph
ed a certificate of merit by the
last spring, thrilled a crowd of
of the 1932 series when only to be greezed by a single the 1.604 cases eedorteel in the
tion of America for a picture of his which has been 34.479.'which included President goat
be went hitless in 21 times- at by Slaughter. But Mantle, the 'comparable week last year.
hung in the picture exhibit of the association at the Eisenhower, five Cabinet mem- bat—singled into center.
bignian of the Yankee attack,
The total for the week ended
bers. former President Hoover
Stevens Hotel in Chicago, HI. •
Carl Furillo tied it up then slashed into a double play and Sept. 13 was 968. the highest
The photograph, entitled "Junipr Miss" is of the small and the Duke of Windsor. as with a double into left center. Maglie, the man nobody wanted single weekly case load so far
home runs. but Hodges scoring all the Way from a year, ago, was swarmed under this year. But for two weeks
dalighter of Mr. and Mrs. Meifit Marine. This is the he yielded two
pitched his way out first as the bail skidded away by his grateful a n d admiring previous to that new cases showcontinually
to
awarded
been
has
of
merit
certificate
firth time a
of other heart-stopping Yankee from the pursuing Mantle. To- teammates.
ed a steady decline. And hop
Lo
threats to complete a dramatic rino' made it to third, tagging
Manager Walt Alston announc- the figures for last week seem I
kiss Bernetta Kern. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. victory.
on Roy Campanella's fly to right. ed thin' he would send big Don to confirm the trend.
Ktin of Beeble, Mo.. was married September 14th in
Chokes Three Threats
but died there.
and
Mr.
of
son
Beaman,
Lewis
I-Ii.auston, Texas to Galen
The scowling Barber, staggerMaglie, taking plenty of tims
Mrs. C. H. Beaman of Murray.
ing on the verge of a knockout between pitches, choked off one
Funeral services were held at the Hazel Baptist at least three times. yielded a Yankee threat in the third when
CHurch last Sunday for James Bluford Mayer, 33, who two-run homer to Mickey Man- Hank Bauer and Slaughter open-,
died September 28. at the home of his stepmother, Mrs. tle' and one to scrappy Billy ed with back-to-back singles.,
Bartin. But his underdog team- But Maglie sired three strikes!
-Slia Mayer, Hazel.
came through with a pair past Mantle, the tnajoi league !
mate
opened
College
State
Murray
of
eds
Thoroughbr
he
one by Jackie - Rob- triple-crown champion, and then
themselves,
University
Ohio
against
th ir 1946 football campaign
and a three-run blast oy got Yogi Berra on a pop and
inson
ofj Athens Friday with a 27-7 defeat.
Hodges. and the veteran right- Moose Skowron to force Slaughfiddlers contest was- held at Concord High School bander took it from, there on ter at second.
F dav night. Gutherie Osborne of neari New Providence this cloudless afternoon.
The Dodgers moved ahead to
n first prize in dancing. Huie 'Warren of New Con- The grim, unsmiling Maglie I stay in the third when, with. one
cord won first prize for playing the guitar and songing. gave up nine big hits to those away. Reese hit into the hole at
made
booming Yankee bats, but he short and while McDougald
a;
for
out
it
beat
stop,
menacing
fine
those
honeyof
10
tlie
a
finance
also fanned
fishing magazine I receive is gong to
to second as
w$old like us to know that it moon. The publisher offered them Bronx Bombers — three more ;snigie. Reese moved
LARGE SELECTED FRESH
happy than he ever had in a regular !'Duke Snider singled to short;
h4. at last, a real fish story. -a whale of a time.- The
center. They both held as RobinAlMarie Fish. 28. and a James. couple could do nothing but season game.
Meanwhile, his mates quickly son flied to Mantle, but then the
B es. 31. are about to be married accept. Both Fish and Bass are
Doz
proved once again that Ebbets strapping Hodges picked a 1-11
The magazine."fishermen"
inj Angier. N.
Field is a southpaw's graveyard !pitch off the left-handed Ford;
Small Size
by pounding little Whitey Ford ;and sent it screaming into the,
into defeat after a three-inning !lower left field stands for his
s
tint in which he gave up six fourth World Series homer and
New - Calloway
t the nine Brooklyn hits and'three big runs which put Brooklive of those six runs.
5e2s
The Yankees bouneral idtd a
Martin Gets Homer
1
quick two-run lea in the first i The Yankees closed the gap
inning, shortly after Mr. Eisen- •-slightl). in the fourth when the
slender Martin poled a homerl
into the left field seats. But is!
Johnny Kucks took over t h e
; Yankee mound, the Dodgems got! FrozenLb
_az.*
it back in their half when Cam••••••• •
panella opened with a double
into the right center field gairpe:!
Mortons Canning
Would You Live
and after huffting sines ihat.
With A Rattlesnake?
came right ;tome- 'on Sand Y
Amoros' single to center.
10 Lb Bag
Omar Has Now
That made it 6-3— which was
Been Buried Alive
the way it ended— but the vetIn Front of Our
eran Maglie still had a heap of
Royal New Instant
Screen Tower For
trouble before he picked his way
LEMON
162 Hours With
triumph.
Series
World
first
to his
Live Rattlesnakes
Scowling Sal snuffed out one
big threat in the fifth as he shot
See Him At No
I for his only remaining big leaExtra Charge When
gue ambitidtt since pitching a
GLADIOLA CANNED
Movie
The
You Attend
; no-hitter in the closing stages
pennant
League
National
the
of
Day
Adults 25c During
race. Bauer greeted him with a
single and after Slaughter Popped up, the Barber walked the
mauling Mantle. But then he got
both Berra and Skowron to fly
weakly to Amoros.
Those Yankees were running
at the curve-balling Maglie again
in the sixth, but once more he
shut them off. With two out,
Andy Carey bounced a single
over Maglie's reaching hand and
Lb Box
Bob Cerv. pinch - hitting for
Kucks. moved him to second
with a single. Then it was Basler,
he burlycx-Marine who had
nicked. Sal for two straight hits,
reys - Pure
but Maglie gut him to pop to
Signal Corps apLb. Pail
Army
S.
U.
a
tracker.*
"optical
Hodges.
NEW
A
ITS
300
paratus watch GUI trace a moving plane in natural Color
Ground,
•
Try For Cushion
miles away. The tracker is shown at White Sands Proving
lens.
Tom Margan, the third of foie
N. St. The Image appears on the scope through a 160-inch
at
!Yankee pitchers, was on- the hill
• The tracker revolves, operates with radar. It was developed
Spreadchon
in the seventh *hen the Dodgete
. Fort Monmouth, Hsi. Defense photo. sintertesnosialBoasidpiee1o4
Lb.
We rederva the right to releil any Advertising. Letters to Ihe ilditor,
w Public Yoice items which in our opinion are not toy the beet
Interest of our readers.

Sal Maglie Shaves Mighty
Yankees With 673 Score

COSTELLO BEATS DEPORTATION

Polio Cases Take
Sharp Drop

10 Ifiglors Ago This Week

-runner and kewpie-doll
RANK COSTELLO, 65, former gambler, rum take away his Amerito
attempt
an
beaten
lust
had
who
salesman,
Federal Court, New York. The
can citizenship, smiles on leaving
back to jail to serve out his'
case was thrown out. Costello now gocs
income tax evasion. (International)
Federal
for
sentence
five-year

MAKE YOUR FOOD

)4._.

A/4i DOLLARS COUNT!

I

C.

'SEES' PLANES AT _ 300 MILES

EGGS

25c 35c FRYERS

SORGHUM

1 Qt. 75c -'""nit" RICE

!

40c

A

PUDDING 2

Pkgs.

25c

29c

Lb

Forida Gadd - Unsweetened

Pure

46-0z.

95c

21 2-Lb. Jar

85c

- With Comb

HONEY

01

Gee Gee - A Calloway Co. Product
-Oz. Can

40c POPCORN

SALT

115c

Sunshine
BANQUET

13-0z.

WAFERS

25c

PURE PORK

10c SAUSAGE 25c

BISCUITS

Last Times Tonite

SWEET SUE - GRADE A WHOLE

Lb

Canned Krey's - Cooked, Boned and Fatted
$975
3 Lbs. Net

LUNCHEON MEAT ci):- 29c PICNICS

Loaf

4

LARD

Somoza's Son In

HELD AS HOSTAGE

•
NO. 1

POTATOES

MITZI GAYNOR

Fri.

-c
80

Fresh Salt

_

Sliced Palace

BACON

1-Lb. Layer

39c

Pork Shoulder - Lean - Meaty.
Lb.

43c

FRESH STRIPPED - SLICED

BED

10

111.9c

Lb

20c STEAK

[l
MARGARINE

Our Screen Show Stars
MARILYN MONROE
GINGER ROGEFtS

69c JOWLS

2

K

011/10

Lbs

39c SIDE PORK

Lb.

35c

Sat. 5th — 6th

* 2 BIG HITS *

,

Redeem Your cess.Coupons Here!

s lamifitSik 01tAMTENIL PEltalt
PLUS

'

I 000,000 VOLTS Of BRUTE FORCE'
Whit Bissell, a prison gu.ard. is held as hostage by
the kill-crazed leader of the rioting inmates, Neville

Brand, the new star find in Walter Wanger's sensational Allied Artists.' production. "Riot in (701 Block
11," at the Murray Drive-le Theatre Friday and
Saturday. Audie Murphy technicolor western. "Gun-

smoke" on the same program. Omar is also Mill
buried .alive with the rattlesnakes at the theatre.

./0

nrcuRE
D ARTF7i

MOM SOMOZA (above), 34-yearold elder son of Anast•isto
Somoza, prestdent of Nicaragua, who died of an aiwa.ss.in's
bullets, was named acting president by the Nicaraguan congress. 7lie late Somoza's term
expires In May.(international/
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a balanced menu for each meal.
We are organizing a conservation club, and are inviting
different workers to help us.
Our atendance has been good
so far.
We invited each parent to
We are expecting a`good time visit us and see what the chilat our homecoming supper, Oct. dren are doing.
6th.
There are twenty five enrolled
The fifth grade, has •twenty in the seventh grade. Eight of
five students enrolled. We are these are girls and seventeen
happy to have some new books, boys. The officers chosen are:
and are looking forward to a presidents Randy Patterson; vice
good year. Our class officers president, Philip Bell; Secretary
are: President, Danny Mac Dunn; and treasury, Phyllis Dowdy.
vice president, Donny Buchanan;
Our cheer leaders are: Evelyn
secretary and treasurer, Janice Guerin, Phyllis Dowdy, Florence
Wilkinson.
tailVtoberts and Peggy Lassiter.
The sixth grade of Faxon
The attendance has been unSchool has gotten Off to a good usually good in this grade.
start this year. We have twenty
The etghth grade has an eneight enrolled, fourteen boys and rollment of thirty two students
fourteen girls. Our class officers for the 1956-57 school year.
and cheer leaders have been
On September 11th the class
elected a s follows: president,
officers were elected as follows:
Linda Lassiter; vice president,
president. Robert McDaniels; vice
Linda Warren; secretary and
president, Larry Hurt; secretary
treasurery, Nelle Ruth Franklin;
and treasurer, Jerry Adams and
reporter, Barbara Steele.
reporter, Charles Clayton!
We have a good ball team.
The teachers and sponsors of
Our captain is Micky Boggess.
the eighth grade are Mrs. MilCo-Captain is Edward Paschall.
dred Dunn and Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Farris is our center. ForCharlie Lassiter.
wards, 'Edd Cylde Hale and
The eighth grade cheer leaders
Keith Hays.
Carolyn Compton, Carolyn
are:
learn,ing
to
been
We have
Linda Edmons, Clara
Buchanan,
finished
cut letters, and have
and Patsy Hargis.
Ellis,
Faye
plan
our English workbooks. We
The
following
boys in the
to keep all of our written wor
in them this year. Health has eighth grade are going out for
been one of our main interests basketball: Robert McDaniel,
Thomas Todd, Edgar Childress,
Larry Hurt, James Knight, Will
Edd Travis and Jerry Adams.

Many Activities Underway
.At Faxon Scho41 This Yeiii

4

Ii

The first grlde at Faxon has
nine boys and seventeen girls.
They are reading phrase cards
and charts in preparation for
their preprimer.
We have ten ifrls and seventeen boys in the second grade.
We are ..learning better ways
of living and working together.
trwe have made illustrations of
familiar stories for a black board
border.
The third grade has enrolled
34 students, 20 boys and 14
girls. We are having a goo4
time and think the third grade
is very easy. We have • lot
of fun with our jumping rope
and soft ball that Mr. Lassiter
gave us. We like our new spell*lig books and we think they
'will help us to be better writers
and spellers.
We are glad for Tuesday to
come our new Music teacher,
Mrs. Johnson, teaches us lots of
funny songs..
We have 36 in the fourth
grade. Our room ig hill and
running over. We are very glad
to have our new seats.
a We are glad to welcome Davis
Nand Florence Caahion, Barbara
Hopkins, Diana Willoughby and
Jerry Brantley to our room.

FOR THE BEST SALADS
,="' -is -

SPEAS
APPLE CIDER Of DISTILLED

VINEGARS

MAMMA,

FULLY AGED -MELLOW

S

c

.1•••••••

IN/
opC

T.

THRrE

Caravan Sweepstakes
IN KROGER'S CARAVAN OF TOP VALUES

$10,000,00 IN PRIZES
Over 100 Valuable Prizes -- This Is A Local Cbntest
IT'S EASY TO ENTER - NOTHING TO BUY.... NOTHING TO WRITE!
5 TAPPAN RANGES

5 RCA

"Meadow Brook" Models

WHIRLPOOL

"0••••••••""wwrICI•

c.)
t_

-

t

Encyclopedia
5-pc,
5 JOHNSON 7/
1
2 h.p.
OUTBOARD MOTORS

_
5 Setchel Carson 21"
TELEVISION SETS

,....hannel Swim

C

Lt. Col. Hal D. Stewart, new
head of the cofnmunity relations
branch of the Pentagon, fresh
home from Germany, bought a
1135,000 home in McLean, Va.
The colonel didn't mind paying
that kind of dough. What he
did mind was the fact that the
first time he went into to take
a bath, he discovered the former
tenant had swiped the hook off
the bathroom door, commonly
reserved for a man's bathrobe.
Something that could be bought
In most dime stores for a dime.
According to some hat people
from Texas, the best-hatted man
in the annual hat makers poll is
President Eisenhower. He won
over John Wayne, Frank Sinatra,
Stan Musial, of the St. Louis
Cardinals, and even Red Skelton,
who had no regard for expensive
hats except to crunch-- 'em in his t
act.

20 West Bend
AUTOMATIC SKILLET

20 Wearever
4-Pc. COOKWEAR SETS
15 ROTO TOOLS
"ADDA-UNIT" SETS

000
%Iv
ENTER
OFTEN!

Get details and free entry
Blanks at KROGER ,
lb. 39c

Center Cut

KROGER SUGAR CURED

SLAB BACON

35c

lb.

Fresh Lean

3 lbs. $1.00

GROUND BEEF

BOILING BEEF
U.S. NO. 1 - Large Bunches

.

lb. 19c

9c

a

c

15c

with exclusive

"TRAVELING.HEAT
Warm Floor Heat "travels" to every'room
without costly furnace pipes or registers to
install!

ENTRY BLANK

5 lbs. 89c

WHITING FISH

TOKAY GRAPES lb. 10c
POTATOES 50lb. BAG $1.29

_

City

2 lb. jar 49c

GRAPE JELLY

_
LARGE PLASTIC

TOMATO SOUPlo CANS $1
Bush's Great - No. 2 can

Good Quality - 303 cans

NORTHERN BEANS . . 8 cans $1.00

TOMATOES

9 cans $1.00

SWEET PEAS . . ..... 8 cans $1.00

Kroger Frozen - 6-oz. cans

PINEAPPLE JUICE . . . . 4 cans $1.00

ORANGE JUICE

ONLY

Showboat - 303 can

Vacuum Packed

BLACKEYE PEAS . . . 10 cans $1.00

KROGER COFFEE.

Wagner - 303 cans

16-oz. cans

12 cans $1.00

8 cans $1.00

APPLE SAUCE
Kroger Crushed - No. 2 cans

Greer Freestone - No. 21 2 cans

4 cans $1.00

PEACHES

6 cans $1.00

CHERRIES

4 cans $1.00

PINEAPPLE
Good Quality

Good Quality, Red Sour Pitted - 303 cans

4 cans $1.00

TOMATO JUICE

6 cans $1.00
lb. can $1,00

CHIEF BRAND

MARGARINE 2. lb. 35c
16-oz. loaf

Special

FORMULA BREAD

5c

Soda Graham

CRACKERS

2 lb..pkg. 49c

PHOgE

VELVEETA CHEESE . . . 2,ilis. 115e
Krak - 32-oz.. jar

4 \

MIRACLE WHIP.-

PLASTIC

Table Cover ,
2
- for $1.00
_
Highway Patrol
SEE

KFVS-TV CHANNEL 12
9:00 p.m. Thursday

ICE CREAM

Country Club

/
1
2-gal. 69c

ICE CREAM
Butter Creme - 91
/
2-oz. pkg.

SANDWICH COOKIES
Fresh Baked

79e

et-

25c
pkg. 29c Star-Kist TUNA /
1
2 29c
pint 30c Lay's Twin Pack

All Purpose Kraft

OIL

SEALTEST
l'2-Gal.
Chunk Style

JELLY ROLLS

Kraft

Urban G. Starks & Son

Cover & Pad
both.$1.00

9 cans $1.00

Kroger - 46-oz. can

Tony

DOG FOOD

IRONING

Good Quality - 303 cans

Good Quality - 303 can

•PATENTED HEAT TUBES that use the
hottest heat!
•PATENTED BUILT IN BLOWER SYSTEM forces heat dawn to the floor,
"travels" it to every room!
•PATENTED SIEGLERFAATIC DRAFT prevents smoke, soot!
•HEAVY CAST IRON CONSTRUCTION I
•LIFETIME PORCELAIN FINISH!
•U. L APPROVAL!
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

Garment Bag
only $1.00

CAMPBELLS

GREEN BEANS

GIVES YOU ALL THIS!

Trouble -Light
Only. $1.00

10 cans $1.00

GOLDEN CORN

State

ALL PURPOSE

Store Managers Cream - 303 can

Discover the miracle of Siegler's exclusive
"Traveling Heat" and live more comfortably
this winter!
A Siegler actually pays for!fief with fuel It
saves! You get up tp twice the heat! You save
up to half the fuell
... it's the biggest
Come in ... See Siegler.
bargpin in home heaters today!
•

122 SOUTH 12th

5. This event restricted to persons living in this area covered by the Carbondale Branch of the Kroger Co.

Name

Einbassy

9c

4. Winners will be chosen on the basis
of a blindfolil drawing by name.
Selections will be final. The winners will be notified by mail.

RED or WHITE

AUTOMATIC

OIL HOME HEATER

)75

3. Employees of the Kreper Co., their
immediate families and children under 16 are not eligible to participate. This promotion subject to
Federal, State and local regulations.

Address

ic
PATENTED

1. Use the entry blank below or pick
upa free entry blank at your Kroger Store. Just fill in completely and
clearly. That's all-No statement to
write nothing to buy.
- .
2. Deposit entry blank (or reasonable
facsimile). In box at any Kroger
Store in this area before store closing tirri•, November 3rd or mail
your entry to the Kroger Store Co.,
P.O. Box 271, Carbondale, Illinois.
In case of mailing entry, it must
be postmarked no later than midnight, November 3rd, 1956.

3 lbs. $1.00

LARGE BOLOGNA

•

a/1

HERE'S ALL YOU DO -

Dressed

Kroger Cut

wc
a

30 Yohnne sets

„fit. 59c

Kroger - 91
/
2-oz. :1

PEANUT BUTFER

jar 29c I POTATO CHIPS .. 69c

A

•
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor . .. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-i

Mrs. Robert Jones
Opens Home For
B. U. Circle Meet

Mrs. James ll'ard Is
Hostess For Lottie
Moon Circle Meet

Club News

Activities

Weddings

Locals

SOCIAL CALENDAR

_THURSDAY

1 11611 WoodWill Begin
Museum

•
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Starr Correspondent

the museum Melt: •
—
.
Museum Overdue
"We never tried to before because we didn't want to interfere
with those ether groups," Seton
explains. "A museum Is long over.
due in Hollywood.
" I saw a display being staged
by the British Film Insilutt us
London and it inspired me to
get a permanent museum for Hollywood wants to see a museum
but there's nothing here dor the
tourists."
The academy already has • a
collection of priceless mementos
to start the museum.
Stored away where the public
never has had a chance to see
them
such tr etsures as a
camera
ed to t e scenes Of
the 1806
coJ fire, and
another camera us
director
D. W. Griffith for "Birth Of A
Nation."

HOLLYWOOD UP - After two
l'he Business Women's Circle
false starts. Hollywood at last is:
the
CWF
Group
October
II
4
Thured•y.
of
of
the
The
!sortie
of
Mrs.
James
Ward
of The Woman's Missionary SocA planning meeting for Sun- 'First Christian Church will meet going to get a museum where
iety of the First Baptist Church on North Twelfth Street was
day
School workers of the Blood at the church parlor at seven- tourists. can see such mementos
the
scene of the meeting of the
held its regular meeting tn the
as Boris Karleff's "Frankenstein"
River
Baptist Association will be thirty o'clock*
home of Mrs. Robert Jones on Lottie Moon Circle of'the Womoutfit and the first camera used
•
•
held
at
the
Memorial
Baptist
North Twelfth Street on Mon- an's Missionary Society of the
'for "Birth Of A Nation." '
Church at seeten-thirty o'clock.
Monday. October
•
day, October I. at seven-thirty First Baptist Church held on
The Sigma Department of the
Monday. October 1, at seven- All Sunday School workers are
This time the museum appears
o'clock in the evening.
invited.
Murray Woman's Club will meet ..to be a certainty because the
Mrs. Modelle Talent was the thirty o'clock in the evening.
••••
at the club house at seeen-thirty Academy .of Motion Pictures Arts
program leader for the everting.
Mrs. Purdom Outland was in
The Murray High School PTA, o'clock.
and Sciences, the film inclusti)
"Sowing Beside AU Waters" was charge of the
program on the grades seven through 13, will
•• ••
honorary group that hands out
the theme of the program given theme, -Sowing Beside
All Wat- meet in the high school auditorTuesday. October 9
.
the Oscars, is building it.
by Mrs. Luther Dunn, Mrs. ers." The devotion
on the watch- ium at eight o'clock.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
---Mortle-W-soili-Miss-lostrring Ter- word -from
Pioneer Mementoes
••• •
Habakkuk 2:14 was
other
efforts
nave
Two
fizzled.
Order of the Eastern Star will
ry. and Mrs. Lillian Adams.
given by Mrs. Thomas HoganThe Garden Department of the meet at the Masonic Hall at One private group raised money
The academy also owns a
The devotion was given by camp.
Murray Woman's Club will meet seven-fifteen o'clock.
for a museum two years ago but scrapbook kept by
Miss Ruth Houston. Miss Lorene
early director
•• •
didn't raise enough. This year pi- Thomas
Those taking part in the pro- at the club house at two-thirty
Ince and letters and
Swann. chairman, presided at
oneer Mary Pickford threatened
o'clock.
gram
tveie
Mrs.
G.
The
American
B.
Association
of
Jones.
the meeting
••••
University Women will have its to leave her mementos to another
Mrs. Jones and Miss Tarry, -Three Viorlds Today"; Mrs.
The Service Club of. the Su- annual fall dinner meeting at city's museum unless Hollywood
hostesses, served refreshments hi Eugene Tarry, "Three InescapTO 11AVE MONEY
e Gospel";. Mrs. James preme • Forest Woodmen Circle the College Presbyterian Church organized one. A group of Eastthe seventeen persons present; a es in
promote
a
offered
muto
erners
will
meet
at
the home of Mrs. at .81x-thirty o'clock. Lynn WinOn Your Plumbing
including one new member,-Sirs.,l E. Hamilton, -Three Phases of
seum in Filmtown - but that one
Mary Louise Baker, 1209 Poplar, Set Will be the guest Speaker.
Golden.
I the Missionary Program"; Mrs.
is ending up on Long Island.
. A. W. RusSeL closing meditation, at seven-thirty o'clock.
•
Definition: A pip of a blonde
I Mrs. 0. C. Wells, retiring genDirector George Soon, academy
just welked in behind Senator president, reveals that .the acaderal WMS president, conducted
PLUMBING CO.
an impressive installation service
emy decided to step in and build
Hornblower.
for the new- circle officers who
are Mrs. Glenn Wooden. chairman; Mrs. James Ward:co-chairMrs A H N operas.' opened
man; Mrs. Henry Warren, secI*:n SOreet for
'her
retary; Mrs. Leon ..Burkeen, proths
,
sra
al es
Mrs. Edgar Shirley, miscis- gram:
sion study; Mrs. J. B.- Burkeen.
:
publicity: Mrs. Joe Pat Ward.
Chur• .
.• -Ida
CA:I leo
social: Mrs. Purdom Outland,
. • 1 l'Oe
I. a.
By WILLIAM EWALD
literatore: Mrs. Glen Hodges.
The
•
stewardship; Mrs. Eugene Tarry, United Press Staff Correspondent
B. F. St.
NEW YORK sis - Some 35
si):Oiliary sponsor; Mrs. Harry
talented
million viewers are ekpected to
:iampsher.
community
missions;
discursed
'submit their blood pressures to
. Mrs. B. C. Harris. advisor.
the churches
s.
the rigors of that annual auturdThe
retiring
chairman,
Mrs.
Mrs Chuel, Simoos sin os the
nal ritual we call the World
Allen
McCoy,
presided
at
the
devotion. Mr.. Karl Warming.
Series.
opening
of
the
meeting.
chairman. prssided at the meetMost will be initiated into the
The hostesses, Mrs. Ward and
ing.
cunnous ways of baseball talk.
\dif\
Ni4/
1
4
Refreshments were 'served by Mrs. W. C. Adams. served. re- But for those unfamiliar with
freshments to the twenty per- the
the hostess to the sixteen persons
workings of the language,
-..
-sons
o
including- the- vest- we present this lexicon of
present.
'retro
tors who were Mrs. Wells. Mrs. TV baseball."
It should provide
CAP'
Harris. Mrs. Floy Jewel, and a better understanding, we
hope,
Mrs. B. C. GrOgan.
of Justwhat the announcer 15
gassing about.
res
Term: A dependable guy in
the clutch.
Definition: The best pecker
on the club.
Term: Always a threat at the
Mr. J. D. Sexton and daughters. Misses Ruth and Frances plate.
Definition: This burn can outSexton left by train from Fulton
today../Dr Chicago for a few days eat Herman Hickman.
Term: Murgatroyd is one of
greicrOG-hos
stay -Mr.
xton's grand-daughter, Miss Nancy Dudley Atkins the most popular players on
this
club._
of MeKenzie, Tenn.. accompanied
Definition: llurgatroyd owns a
them on the trip.
chain of liquor stores.
*
9 9
Terne °A "colorful character'
-Mr. and Mrs, Joe Gilbert
Richardson, ore the parents of both on and off the field.
Definition: 'The club has dea sons Tommy Neil, weighing
six pounds eight ounces, born tectives on his trail.
Term: Canny lefthander.
on Saturday. September 22. at
Definition: No fast ball, but
Nwo
the . Murray . Hospital.
he's found a her in New York
• * • *'
where they serve 10 cent beer.
A son.. Michael Joe. weighing
'Term: Heady veteran.
five pounds eight ounces, was
Definition: He reads the words
born to Mr. and Mrs. Elvis in comic books.
Franklin Inman, Benton Route
Term: A couple of fans are
Four, on taturday. September good naturedly scrambling for
22,o at the Murray Hospital.
thkt foul ball.
• •.•
Definition: Somebody's mother
Ginger Ellen is the name chos- just got her teeth kicked out.
en by Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Term: Sneaky fast.
Pershing Powell of Benton Route
Definition: He once beat Jackie
Four for their daughter, weigh- Gleasdh to a table at Toots
ing six pounds 15 Laounces, born Shars.on Saturday, September 22, at ' Term: Sportsmanlike fans.
the "Merray Hospital.
Definition: Our side.
••••
Term: Unruly crowd.
. ..Mr_oand
Duo.-Blanks - of . Definition: Tbeir_zideTerm: Scene of the players
St. Louis, Mo.. ere the parents!
of a son, weighing nine pounds Ore getting on the urnps a little.
Definition: If that language
Phone
two ounces, born Sunday, September 30. Mr. and Mrs. Lynn ile!ito any louder, we'll be cut
TANKS AVAILABLE
off the air.
Key are the grandparents.
Term: The crowd stands to
cheer and whistle as Senator
Hornblower walks in.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT—

Elroy Sykes

Kopperud Home Is
Scene Of Meet Of
Cora Graves Circle

Definition
Baseball
Terms Given

OCTOBER 4 19b6

'iiiitogrAShs
iueh flTm ploneere by the academy now could call
a museum home.
as Col. William Selig.
"Present stark already are call-Costumes worn by stars down
ing with offers to contribute methe years are ire storage at the mentoes," an academy spokesman
academy. So are agvertising Oustsays.
ers and programs from early
movies. The museum also will
house copies of early movies that
the academy has teen restoring
When packing perfumes, lofor the Library 01 Congress in
o.
ther liquid for a trip,
:n
;cl
ape
ions
t
atev
Washington.
tape the tops securely with
Early movies machines collected

4,

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Do you dislike office or factory work? Do you like to meet
people? Do you enjoy the thrill of making a sale? Do you like
to be home with your family every night? Would you like ei
represent a 66 year old company the largest in its field? Then
be sure to answer this ad immediately and ask for more informatoon Preliminary interviews near your homes.
Be a sales engineer in year 'round air conditioning: both winter arm air heating and summer air cooling. Attractive, liberal
drawing account plus commissions. Living expense allowance
while in training. Steady employment. 10 to 12 weeks - training
course in applied practical engineering and successful sales
presentation. Previous sales experienceodesirable but not absolutely necessary.
- gas We manufacture and distribute warm air furnaces
coal - forced air and gravity) and summer air conditioning
indispensunits for residences and other buildings. Heating is
able. Every home needs a furnace of some kind. Summer air
conditioning is growing fast.
This ad is for a man to travel Western Kentucky. Whether
you have a car or not, if you are between 30 and 40, have a
high school education and would like to build a lifetime career, setting up and servicing dealers. phone or write Walter
H. Wuerdeman, 3500 madlson Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio; The
Williamson Company,

:4

•

Now!A Bread to% Control Weight!
Takes The Place Of Appetite-Appeasement Wafers, Pills,
And Tablets That Cost Up To Twice As Much!

Every drop
gives you
more for
your
money!

Personals

SHELL
FUZI.
OIL

4

30 Minutes Before Lunch And Dinner Eat 2 Slices* Of

Profile

Ky. Lake Oil,
Company

Spezia, Foustukt Biwa,

Because Its Protein Helps Normal People To More Effecdoely
Appease The Appetite Control Center Of The Brain
—So Yon Eat Less

RAY MILLAND in
"LISBON" with
MAUREEN O'HARA
and CLAUDE RAINS

Lactalbumin—:ire Revolutionary New Protein "Booster"
From Milk—Gives it A "Higher Protein To Calorie Ratio"

'Key to Peace'

Better For All The Family Because
Better In Complete Protein
Than Ordinary White And
Whole Wheat Breads

COLON IIY

TECHNICOLOR
Cecil B. DeMille'S
Mightiest
Adventure
Spectacle I
'Were

Csswarearw

P.Wrar
ab LOAM

'799

UNGONUURIR

LOAN

PROFILE SPEdIAL FORMULA BREAD
DOES JOB FOR- LESS
Two slices of Profile Special Formula Bread 30 to
60 minutes before lunch and dinner should appease your appetite control center.
Four slices of Profile Special Formula /tread

On Pound of PROFILE Special Formula Bread About
foils 3 Lamb Chops in Complete Protein Content

Paramount Presents

CART COOPER.
PAULETTE GODDARD.
Cecil B.DeMille's

In the brain's hypothalamic region, the appetite control center acts, .in normal people, to
Increase your appetite ... or. . to reduce your
appetite.
Eating some carbohydrate and protein-containing food 30 to 60 minutes before your regular
meal is an Vfective way to reduce your appetite.
Protein helps topes:le your appetite longer.
The less you crave food ... the leas you eat!

MODEM'Eisenhower ts shown

delivering the closing address at
the final session of the 11th annual meeting of the Board of
Governors of the World Bank
and Monetary Fund, in Washington. The President said that
"International cooperation is the
key to peace." (laSersational),

(Lysine Used As Lie ring Factor In
Profile Special Formul. Bread; Cyst ine
And Met hionine Am e Limiting Factors In Lamb Chreps--C.lialation Basis,
44 Grams Protein for 3 Lamb Chops
[Composition of Foods,

cost about a nickel. Many wafers, pills, and
tablets, used for appetite appeasement, cost up
to twice as much to take. Thus, Profile Special
Formula Bread curbs appetite for half their cost!
Actually, a one-pound Profile Special Formula
Loaf gives you about 24% more complete protein
than ordinary whole Wheat bread; about 28%
more than ordinary white bread. Because it contain,' the new miracle protein "booster" from
milk—lactalbumin.
A loaf supplies about as much complete protein
as 3 lamb chops. Note chart at right for vitamin
and mineral content. Be sure to eat a wellbalanced diet for sufficient vitamins and minerals.
BUY PROFILE SPECIAL FORMULA BREAD
FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Buy Prpfile Special Formula Bread. It costs a few
pennik more. And is worth it.
Not only in the exercise of scientific weight
control. But because its higher complete protein
content is an important aid to health and vitality.
And you'll love the flavor of Profile Special
Formula Bread. It is light .,.with a beautiful firm
and even texture.
And it toasts perfectly! You'll really rave
about Profile Special Formula Bread toast!
KEEP YOUR WAISTLINE IN
Profile Special ForMula Bread really works
wonders. You won't. lose 10 pounds the first week.
But you ran work for better rentrol ef weight
through appetite control ... all of the time.
But see for yourself what Profile Special Formula Bread can do.Get it fresh from your grocer
today. You'll be delighted with moults.

Sew Moen Fent Need
elf
New York's Fewest
OrewIng
Fashion Merrell Agency
"I certainly

less appetite approve the drug-

-appeasement way
of weight control
two slices of Profileoffered by
Bread before meals."

VITAMIN AND
MINERAL CONTENT OF
ONE
POUND OF PROFILE
SPECIAL
FORMULA BREAD
PROTEIN
VITAMIN Ili
VITAMIN 62
NIACIN
IRON

43.2 gms.
1.92 mgr.
1.67 rags.
16.6 nes.

20.30 mgt.
CALCIUM
250. nags.
(Based on report of
rood
Loboralories, Inc 1Research
Coreinnikil Daisy Compri,Inc.

/"
111 fr4 4Por
so. era me a treiterd ea.
ork dist. Sahel 59 wiwree

Baked By The Bakers Of Famous WONDER BREAD - 1u"""'"9"""81
APV9Pildill Brood
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Giant Size
65c
Regular Size ... 2 for 49c

BONUS FROM
JOHNSON'S

•

•
4

With Coupon

2 for 18c
3 for 18c

Batt; ize
Re

3 Lb.Can
•

Gal. 59C
ICE CREAM
PINK SALMON 1.1h.-Can 59C
MARGARINE Big Brother Lb. 19C
PIE CRUST MIX Pillsbury Box 15C
MIDWEST

Just write this store's name on
your Procter & Gamble $100,000
Presidential Parade entry blank.
If you win the first or second prize
in the $100,000 Presidential Parade, we'll give you an additional
prize of a

•

Bananas
LCW

3

•

Inc

ABSOLUTE FREE

19c

MAXWELL HOUSE
•

Coffee Sale
29
ii.CAN

97.

JARS

Witt. Coupon

Giant Size ,
R
egular

2,9c

His doctor k
recommended
Carnation

Ra
303 Can

2,for 19c

Delmonte

Van Camp

Fruit Cocktail
can 25e

Pork & Beans
2cans 29e

Niblett Whole Kernel

Campbell's - Any Kind

Corn

Soups - - - -2for 33c

Ftealemon Orange

Hostess

Drink

Wax Paper

France American

Friskies

VNGHEM

DOG
MEAL

19c 2cans 29e
ltdosk•-7.caato
Doggie Dinner
20Th. bag
Candy Bars6for 25c .Catsue
19e DOG
FOOD
chewing
- - - -3 kgs.10c Kraft Dinner - 4cans 29e S199

arATimuissike qt.
CINCH

CAKEMES 2i49c

•

:•-•:•-.-• 4444 O

69c
25c

CUT

WYNN

1957 FORD FAIRLANE

CARTON

1/
2

HIENZ

Pig Auld

•

89c

339c
01.0W"

JOHNSO
N
'S
yi.,500cLb„,

•

4
;

-

••-31•117.74.4r31.!•••••••••••••••-4.----
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Recreation

HAZEL
Route 2
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Rather cool since the nice
rain Wednesday morning Hope
no frost as still some late tobacco
arid truck gardens out. I always
hate to see grasses and everything killed.
No serious illness in the community, but some colds and sore
throats.
Miss Patti Hill was home over
the w eekend from Paducah
where she is teaching and enjoying her work very much.
Bubbo Hill left for Henderson
Tuesday to enter Freed-Hardeman College. Also Billy All I
britten entered MSC and Ricky
Grogan began his second year!
there Monday.
Mrs. Jim Morgan and daughter.1
May-me. were weekend guests of
the Jim Allbrittens.
. Mr. and Mrs. Gene White and ;
sons were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Miller and ,
son and Mr. and Mrs. Harderhan I
Miller and children.
Mrs. Pauline Wilson visited
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Grogan arid •
son Wednesday.
y
i Porter King was the Monda!
' night guest of Bubb° Hill. Mr. ;
and Mrs. Hamp Curd were SunIS THIS an Oriental bes .ty arnving in New York for some
day dinner guests of the 'Lassiter
kind of "queen"' or -miss" con- 'Hills and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
test! No, she's Miss Renee 'Stubblefield were Sunday afterSal-run Liu, a schoolteacher
noon callers. from Taipen. Formosa. but a
John Simmons of Memphis was
beauty all the same. She came
Saturday visitor of his grand
to the U. S. to attend the inparents. Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
ternational Recreation congress
Siziunons. Mr. and Mrs. Hilton
in Philadelphia. (international)
Williams and daughter were
Sunday night supper guests. Mrs.
Buford Barton and son. Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Simmons, and Mr. and
! Mrs. George Linville were also
WASHINGTON. Oct. 2
Feel depressed! Discouraged!' recent guests. •
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barton
Unhappy! You might try eating
and son were weekend guests
roast beetles. That's apparsntly the. sehret I of the George Linvilles. Other
to peace of mind, among some recent guests were Mr. and Mrs.
happy, happy pygmies living in, J. W. Salmon and sons. Mrs.
A. W. Simmons. Mrs. Loyal Huey.
the New Guinea interior.
Dr. Martin Gusinde. prafassor Mrs. T. A. Linville, and Mrs.
-of anthropology at Catholic L'ni- Lassiter Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Allbritten
versity and an expert on pegmies, spilled the beans about spent Wednesday afternoon with
the joy-producing beetles Mon-.;Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Grogan.
.Mrs. Marvin Swann a n d
daY,
sinde, jus-t back from t daughier were Siincray- dinner
Dr. Guan expedition to New Guinea, guests of,the Melvin Grogans.
said the pygmies whom he visitBible
ed live in a millrable environ- i The -Wednesday night
Church
ment. But he said they. are.Study at New Providence
of Christ begins at 7. p.m. There
happy all the time anyway.
The 70-year old. anthropologist was a nice crowd there last week
said it's apparently eating the for the lesson on the second
beetles that keep them that way. chapter of Acts. The public is
invited to attend.
The pygmies eat them roasted.
HOUSEHOLD HINTS
By Urnte0 Press

Mrs. J. W. Salmon and Mn.
Before painting stucco, make
sure the surface is wire-brushed Gebtge Linville .called on Mr.
thoroughly to remove any salt and Mrs. Then Linville Sunday
formation. The paint should be afternoon.
applied promptly.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Stubblefield
and Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Allbritten
with
salad
Flavor tuna fish
visited Uncle Monkey Stubblegrapefruit juice. Then use the
field and Mrs. Mavis Allbritten
empty grapefruit halves for Se" awhileSunday night.
ving the salad. C'arritsh with.
grated avocado or parsley.
Misses Barbata Hart and Fay
, Lax of Nashville spent the weekEgg yolks will heat better and end with their parents. Mr. and
combine more easily with a hot Mrs. Wilford Hart and Mr. and
mixture, if one teaspoonful of!Mrs. Houston Lax of Hazel Route
Two.
water is added to them.
•

7.-- ,• •
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GRADE "A" _
(whole)

FRYERS

LB 29

WINK
045

Fresh — Tender
PORK

LIVER
La

(Choice Cut)

9

10C

lb
C

FROZEN —
FIELDS PURE PORK

219c

ORANGE JUICE 2for6-51;
CHICKEN PIES
25zc

SAUSAGE 29Fb
CELLO ROLL

a.

KRAFT'S VELVEETA

LARGE ALL MEAT

CHEESE --2-lb.box 89c

FRANKS3i99

COOKING or EATING

APPLES

TENDER and JUICY
lb. 5C
KINGAN'S — 12 oz.

GREAT NORTHERN (New Crop)-110. 1

LUNCH MEAT - - - - 29e

BEANS 10-1b. bag 98c
TISSUE - -7FAIR
LIr011S 29c

CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
'
9-c
z can 2for 25c
'

LAYS

BAG WELL
HOT RELISH
12-oz.

29c

TIME OUT FOR BASEBALL TALK.,

CRACKERS
1-lb. box . 38c

1/
2-1b.

NAPKINS
2 FOR

25c

SYRUP

Sorghum Flavored
12-oz.

COFFEE

3 FOR

1-lb. bag

25c 89c

19c

TONY

LIPTON

DOG FOOD

TEA

3for

4-LB,
1
/

polish

HEINZ Strained

BABY FOOD -- 3for 29c

PARK

for
IN KANSAS CITY, KAN, for a speech. Adlal Stevenson pauses
a sniff at "flowers- on hat of Kathy Louchhetna. Democratic
. party leader there. The -flowers" are dollar bills, presented by
(International)
the Kansas City Democratic Woman's

19c

O'CEDAR

PUSS & BOOTS American Ace
CAT FOOD

BORAX°

25c 39c

19c 75c

CAMPAIGNING In St_ Louts, presidential candidate Adlat Steven.
eon takes Lme out to talk about the National league baaeball
race with the hillwaukee Braves, In town for three-game Cardinals series. With him here are infielder Danny O'Connell (mid(international Soundpaotal
die, and outfielder Andy Pafko.

24c

WAXTEX

BAG WELL,_____

DIAMOND

ORANGE DRINK - - 19c

forl5c

25c
KARO red label

NABISCO

REALEMON - Large 46-oz. Can

ARGO STARCH BORAX

POTATO CHIPS

Golden Glow

• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

29c 22c
Food
Market

• Friendly Courteous Service • Phone 1061

‘•4'.\e"
-••••••••••••••

OCTOTIER

• THURSDAY
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.
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Depressed? Try This

Mr. and Mrs. -Hardy- Mier
expect to be in their new house
soon_

-•••••-•-• • ••••

— MURRAY, KY.
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PAGE SEVEN
• -•••eeiemo•••-•mm...••••-Apown,
gjj sPit_cor all
79 .
- R. T. Barnett, 117 Fountain waiver any formalities in bidding.
Avenue, Paducah, Ky., $18.95.
Robert W. Hide,
Margaret R. Bray, address unUPSTAIRS Furnished four room FOUND: BEAGLE hound. Don
Superintendent
known, 642.00.4
gfartinent, 305...north yyl, At_ the Iortanberry, ApartmEtrat 64..,OXs.
-TM-047n ;
Cline/Mid, addresilun=
same location, downstairs un- chard Heights
OSNC
known. $49.95.
furnished five room apartment.
Cpl. William C. Smith, address
Both are availalbe. Call 601 or
unknown, 98.51.
1249.
06C
Edwin Earl Pierce, 1971 Wyo' 3c per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60e - Ic per word for three days. Classified ads are payable in advance.
TWO SI1PERATE BEDROOMS, 1 $2.00 HOURLY possible doing ming, Dearborn, Mich., $23.55.
:KADICATE
assembly
home.
light
work
at
PRL
furnished, I unfurnished. AvailLinda June Ray, address unavihdows and YOUR Photograph. The Christ- able'
No experience necessary. Write, known, $600.
LOOK. We build porches, en- ALUM STORM
immediately. .Phone 7. R.
es g
oifft ythat says -joi
Third,
rer
n think- W. Churchill.
close porches, build carports, doors. Shade screen or Alum. All mas
- I oari
04C Sanco Mfg. Co., 8507 West
Joe Richardson, address. un05P
garages. Any repair you want. 'types of Alum iiv.mings....phone 10$ of
lAm Aggeles 48, Calif
_
known, $23.59.
04p
I
0
n
e
1303.
October.
during
condi.1 Home Comfort Co., 18th at- Main
Mrs. George S. Robertson, adUNFURNISHED APT. with three
1941 CHEVROLET, good
11x14 photograph for only $5.95
04P
St., phone 1303.
THE DESTRUCTIVE TERN417E
rooms and bath. Kentucky and REPORT OF PROPE.:TY PRE- dress unknown, $48.95.
lion. Can be seen 709 Poplar St.
2 REFRIGERATORS, one late
at L4Veli Studio, '503 Poplar.
Ryan. $40 per month. Phone 721 SUMED ABANDONED P.$ CF
Phone 1913.
010P
model excellent condition. Phone,
05C
for appointment.
•
OW JULY I, 1956
04C
988-M. IL B. Dill.
FREE INSPECTION
•
Property ht Id by individuals,
ONE 00 GAL. gip tank and four HOUSE. lot 80 x 175 felt, s i x ONE PAIR LADIES shoe skates.
2 ROOM turnished apartment. financial or ocher institutions to
ADVERTIOEMENT
20,000 B.T.U. room gas heaters. rooms, bath, basement, with gar- Size seven. Good as new. Call FOR YOUR Fuller Brush needs Cold and hot water. Dinh. 1206 be turned' over to the DepartPhone 7. lionald W. Churchill. age, located at at S. 8th St. Call 2148.
NOTICE
04C call Lois Kelly, 1625 Hamilton. West Main, Pbone $E5.
TTC ment of Revenue,Commonwealth
?hones 1430.
N IC
--Licensed and Insured-04P
The City of Murray, Kentucky.
04C 580-R. See Dee Vinson,
of Kentucky, between November
1200 G.P.H. Myers sucker-rod,
1 and November 15, 1956, if not will receive sealed bids at tit.'
Sam Kelley
pump. 3 inch pipe and rod to Monuments first class material
office of the. City Clerk, until
claimed before that time.
Phoma AAA
IDL-6-3345. 05C granite and marble, large selec-Oct 15. 1950, for
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
400 P m
- Bask of Murray, 4th 4, Main painting of its 15'5" x 102'Ir
tion styles, sizes. Call 85, home
FROZEN Food Locker,
Standpipe. Painting Specnstior
33-Airplane
;shone 526. See at Calloway WILL KEEP two children during Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
store and service station all comshelter
Following are names,
may be had on request at ale
Monument Works, Vester Orr, day anti give meals, over 2 years
IC-- Furnish
1-Converses
bined as one profitable enter- owner. West
and amounts:
Murray Water System office.
39-Toward the
11-31un's name
Main St., near col- old. Mrs. Peery, call 1299-'W.
sheltered aid"
prize complete with building, lot
11-Swiss house
Mary Nell Baker, address unThe city reserves the right
04P
lege.
N4C
ft-Pot red
and equipment. This reasonably
high note
11-Torrid
42-S anish title
priced business located in LathMese mde
bunting
e.
"
am, Tennessee 6 miles tOuth of
44--Guards
v 17-Organ of
MONUMENTS
47-Chaldean city
!aconite
place
sale
Dukedom.
This
is
for
•••
_
44-aN.
geta'
nel;eta4t)
111-4'onium•tion
Murray Marble dr Granite Works
'
1S-t'haiiired
at a bargain price. Owner must builders of fine memorials for
60-51an's
21-Therefore
sell because of poor health of
22-.Itinet tire
nlekluitnis
over half century. Porter White,
51,-Egist
211-At7irritative
wife. Connie Seay, Latham,Tenn.
Manager Phone 121.
N3C
If -Elder
rote
06P
54--lionker
25-God of love
46-,-Mends with
27--11,,Id In
3--Indlan
cotton
high regard
mulberry
Csea electric clipper. Good conSinger ,Sewing machine repre2S-Ogres
4-Athletic
dition. Call 1103
Tr sentative in, Murray. For sales,
DOWN
31- -Wort Myra
group
G-drtrisilt
Ii' la ins
1-Odd job/3
'service, repair contact Leon Hall,
g-Wore away
32 l'sle
TFC
1617. Farmer. Ph. 1622-M
7-Path
ii-Note of seale
I
5-Compass
•
••••••
rillr.•
point
arer••
i0--rnilerstand,
ATTENTION FARMER. Book
0
Ing
11-14, lected
your order at once for your De
7:1
-a
Grain sorghum USED circulating coal hea'ing
Kalb Hybrid
16-Vessel'5
curved
There is a limited amount store with jacket. .Call 1783
teed.
ts
planklms
19-Came
of these seeds. Some verities
04P
Off I"
re
view
already sold out. All seed are
"a--Itelulres
e amends
sold only on order. Murray CLEAN cotton rags No over21
26
27
26-In rumental
OIOC
Hatchery.
COMMIS Rion
-Ledger
ails, lingerie or
51
24-Greek letter
06NC
shubp
Sat., Oct. 6 and Timm
SALE,
AUCTION
.7 39
33--Nimbuses
34-Wing-footed
rain-or shine, three miles south
west of Dexter at Harmon But315-11aphasard
37-Tlecornes
ler home, known as Rosco Mchardened
Daniel farm. Will sell all • house•
against'
2S-More unusual
hold furniture including refrige41 --t'onducted
rator. Warm morning heater,
or
4.-Shortfet
force
44-nit
U
also a nice six year old, 4 gallon,
49--Collection at
facts
Jersey cow, will freshen soon.
57
ti-,Matur•
Owner leaving state. *Douglas
7.1--Vreflz: not
ear
Irian ...Orr Inc
1TC
55-Prepteition
Shoemaker, auctioneer
s
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-FOR RENT
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e, 1949 by William and Audrey Kelley Boos, 4)
From the Dodd, stead is Co. novel. Copyright
Distributed by King Ftatures Syndicate.
SYNOPSIS
pimii at the Crescent School or bering heap. My eyes were
Connie Bartun's husband of almost
fits happy years has made her su- Dancing. The music for the vic- streaming tears, my shoulders
spicious lately by his Wedoes,ia tim's last lesson, a waltz, was shaking, my hands trembling as I
Mall: absences his alibis for going still playing. •
implored my husband to Wore
GARY 4/OPER as ne appears
out these evenings have worn Wm So
-The engagement book was me, though it wasn't At all necesConnie concludes Stete must tie havin Cecil B. DeMille's to2morable
resolves
olonde
trouble.
She
to
ing
missing, but it would' only be a sary ... but just for the records,
production, "UNCGNQUERED,”
fight fire with fire. She has her Jet question of time before the mur- to please say out loud for me to
hair dyed the blondest blonde and
which opens tomorrow at the
weeks to allure him Into staying derer's identity was discovered. hear that he had not killed Anita
horn*. But Steve leughs at her new The fact that he tisd stolen the ,Farrell.
Varsity Theatre for a two day
hair-do and goes out again Furious
engagement.
"Connie," he said and sat down
Connie follows him 14 an office build- took proved conclusively that
ing where she spies him in a private Miss Farrell'S killer was her beside me on the love seat. "Conroom dancing with a beautiful blonde.
NANCY
nie," he said, "I went through
Connie realizes he has been taking last pupil, the Waltzer.
I tucked the newspaper under grade school, high school and a
dancing lessons-as • oleasant•.sur.
prise for her. She keeps an eye on my arm and started slowly for certain amount of Sunday school'
the door, and after Steve leases Con- Lexington Avenue and home. I without rubbing out any of my
nie enters the room unnoticed to have
an encouraging word for his blonde unlocked the door and Went into teachers. With an enviable recteacher. Waltz 11111313C IT still playing- the living room. Folded Up on the ord like that how can there be
and the teacher is sprawled on the
tJ floor-shot deed. In her hand la • love seat lay the Waltzer. He any doubt that I could do the
-paper silhouette of herself with a was sound Asleep.
same with dancing school?"
needle through it. Connie molts for
1 shook him.
He dried my tears. He got up
another door that the murderer could
"Steve," I said, "Steve, wake and walked around the room,
have used but there is none.
up!"
then sat down again, this time on
CHAPTER 4
Without opening his eyes he the arm of a love seat. He was
'THEN 1 was standing In the
smiled at me. "Maya, Blondie, thoughtful, wondering, and most1 still crowded reeeptiun room. where you been? When you ly worried.
grasping at the edge of the desk weren't home I went to a movie."
"She was alive when I left her,"
for supi ort. The waltzing music
"Steve." I said, trying to keep he said. "Somebody got into that
was still ringing In my ears, the my voice steady, "Steve, you're studio between the time I left
dead
I's eyes still staring into in trouble ... terrible trouble." and when you went in and found
mine. Emeath me the big desk
He opened one eye. "Huh?"
her dead."
seemed to roll, the telephones,
"Your daneing teacher . . .
"No." I -sand dismally, "nobody
the stacks of papers, the open Anita Farrell ... the Crescent did. I was Watching all the time."
register.
School, Steve
"Connie, somebody . . . someIt was seeing the name In
"Oh." He was still smiling how . . . got in there and put a
black arl white that snapped me sleepily at me, amused by my bullet in her back."
out of i The letters steam. then new color scheme. "You know
"How, Steve? There's only one
ABNER
straightened themselves. Stephen about me dancing. Well, I'll tell door, no windows."
Barton. they stud, 7:00--8:00. you, I can explain everything..
"Could anyone possibly have
Anita Farrell, Studio K: It was
"Steve, wake Up! There's been got through that door without
there in front of me, on the rec- a murder! And the „mite* are your seeing him? Couldn't you
ords ...,Lbe name of Anita 'Far- lookilig 'TOT'yo--Tu."
possibly be wrong about that?
rell's last pupil, the name of
"The police . . . looking for Think hard, Connie!"
murderer.
Anita Farrell's
me f"
I thought hard: I prayed that
I glanced around. No one was
"It was your teacher who was I could be wrong about it. I
paying me any attention. I murdered. The police think you said, "I never took my eyes off
reached for the book. My fingers did ft. They're looking for you that door. Nobody opened it bestill clutched the cardboard sil- because -they think you're the tween the times you and I did."
houette that I hrid taken from killer."
"Well," Steve said, "that's
the teacher's hand. I tucked it beHe stood up.. He was -wide that."
tween two pages and closed the awake now. "Did you say Anita
"No, there's an answer to this.
book. I slipped it under my coat Farrell was murdered? That
We've got to find it."
across
It.
my
arms
and folded
. . . I'm the murderer?"
Steve roamed the room as
gaoved away from the desk and,
I handed h..m the newspaper, though he were physically searchbeing unobtrusive, got into an waited until ne nad read the ing for that answer. I stayed
elevator ttiA was headed down.
story. ThenI told him my story, where I was. Neither of us was
• •.
starting avl ii my trailing him using the right method.. The . siIt was nearly eight-thirty when downtown;'ending with my read- lence of our frustration lengthI reached home. The apartment ing in the paper that only be ened Into niinute?. At last Steve
was ernpt:, but Steve had been could be the Waltzer. I showed dropped desperately into the love
there. He had changed into an him the silhouette i had taken seat opposite mine. He looked at
old pair of more comfortable from the dead girl's hand. 1 the silhouette on the coffee table.
shoes and gone out again, pos- listened silently to It all.
an . SLATS
He picked it tip, studied it.
sibly to look for me. I slid the
"The police;" he said, "don't
"Yes," I said, "and what about
register tinder a love seat cushion know yet that I'm the Waltzer." that?"
in the living room and started
"No, because I stole the ap"The kiner probably pia it in
out to look for him.
pointment book."
her hand after he shot her."
He wasn't, or hadn't been, at
"But they'll soon know. There
"But why, Steve?"
any of the places where we ate must be other rqcords at the
"I don't know ..."
drank.
.6'1hd
school."
"Steve," I said, and what I was ,
At nine-thirty I phoned home.
"Yes," I said. "It's only a ques- thinking sent a chill through me.
There was no answer. By ten- tion of time. They'll know
.
voodoo, isn't it?
thirty I had been in every bar and they'll be coming after you. "Steve, it's lilte
That needle through her silhouand restaurant in our neighbor- Steve?"
ette Is like a needle through a
hood at lutist once. I had phoned
"Yeah?"
doll's heart . . . a hex. Maybe
all of Steve's better friends: I
-I know you didn't kill her."
the murderer handed it to her be- •
had done everything I could think
,.
fore he killed her, let tier get"Thanks."
of to find him. At tea I saw
Maybe he ..
"Deep down in my heart I the significance of it.
the headlines on the papers:
„
a
norSuffer
fdr
her
to
wanted
DANCING TEACHER SLAIN
know you're not a murderer."
rible moment' before she died."
POLICE SEEK WALTZER
again."
"Thanks
13y the light of a street lamp
"But .. ."
A policeman Is knocking at
I read the story. The body ot
"But what?"
Steve's door as ."The Monde
beautiful Anita Farrell had been
Saddenly it was all too much Wed DaticIng" continues here
discovered a minute or two after
me. 1 collapsed into a blub- 1 tomorrow.
eight o'clock by her tight °Week! tor
_
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• OTHER SIZES IN PROPORTION

PONRC
_ fresh, dean water

Ellis Pump Ex Pipe Company

TELEPHONE 19

1/2.mi. EAST OF MURRAY ON HIGHWAY 94
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•

My Ern. baskonaki
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By Al
??.-SOMETHIN' TERRIBLE
HAPPENED TO TH' INCOMPARABLE
STAN LE'4 STRONGNOSE -AN 10
I,
ICON/PA R AESLE
HIS '

Raeburn
NOW I AM NOT ONLY A PAL'7127.P. AGAIN -N DEBT?: PRINCESS
BUT
HEIDI SHALL NEVER (CHOKE)
BE MINE
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IT'S HARti-, TO TELL, SIR.
ALL I CAN SEE ARE
BEARDED MEN AND (GASP)
BEARDED WOMEN TRYING
TO CRASH THROUGH
THE DOOR 1
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Mail Brings
Questions
To Show Head

orTnitrn

4 tRliti

-

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

the entire Output
TVA now is producing liquid an hour and
in tests and
used
ental
being
experim
is
fertilizers on an
basis and on a pilot-plant scale. periments.
,,it was announced today. ProducSy WILLIAM gwALD
T"A said that of the liquids
tive capacity is about 10 gallons
erident
correap
United Press Staff
tests, "superelosing
undergo
mail
,
Th..
NEW YORK AP
table trom Santa Barbara. Calif_
phoric acid," appears to neve
that TV producers teceiN e isIi•e- that asked: "How can you
quently off, but it's d&uh'foi
possibilities. It iS bemalt.
a
unusual
difference between
whether any postal pc,te-; an' and a female coffee bean!"
40 and 50 percent mcke
tween
smore curious than thrkce
concentrated than the phosphoric
How To Shrink Heads
sed to Ted Lloyd:
ffenother_from an Army ser- acid commonly being produced
Lloyd Is produrer of 'AskThe. geant that - went-""How many a.1" for fertiliter or chemical use.
Camera," a syndicated !hew .I..a: thOt.e Marilyn Monroe calendars The superphosphoric acid will
tries to itliffnlitate thc.• darker were made':Where can I get! make a -liquid fertilizer containfood
corners of its viewers'
ing considerably more p
The show has built a respectable
And one from an enterprising than the usual liquid m ure;
following by chronicling t n e youngster in Upland. Calif.. that liquid fertilizer containing
working of such subjects as U- read: -How do those head hunt- percent nitrogen and 36 percent
bangis. safecrackers and ground- ors shrink those heads'"
phosphate — a total plant food
moles.
"What we do when we get a content of 48 percent — can be
-We get from three to fwe request.- explained Lloyd. "is made with superphosphoric acid.
thousand letters a week." said explore the NBC film library to The comparable grade now on
Lloyd today as he unfished
sec if there are any answers al- , the market contains 8 percent
Clump of communications 1r,,!r.
1-.N...ty on film. We work pretty nitrogen and 24 percent phoslarge folder. "All kinds
closely with NBC on the show phate. Another important thing
tees. All 'kinds of peop!e--t,..-on and if there ins't any film, tiny about the superphosphoric acid,
one admiral. The range of the assign a cameraman somewhere' TVA said, is that due to its
shipping
concentration
questions sometimes staggers r'" in the world to work on it."
higher
Lloyd flipped a postcard n the
One cameraman. said Lloyd. r costs for the strong acid would
was currently sashayihg through be, substantially less than
the jungles of Africa to film , phosphoric acitI common:). In
some footage in answer to the . Interest to TVA is made, with
,„,er.y: -Can you show me a metaphosphate. a new TVA fertilizer. The solid ammonium
L'hnngi stretching his lips!"
Also being mulled over at the metaphosphate is 90 per cent
moment is this one: -How does use.
limburger cheese get its smell'!"
Another liquid concentrate of
Mail Fascinates Lloyd
plant food, but it is difficult to
where
point
to
the
gotten
"It's
in solid form. Expert-'
have become completely lasci- produce
it can be made in
show
ments
said
mail,
by the morning
.
more easily and
form
solution
lips
his
Lloyd as he smacked
g liquid is not
resultin
the
that
over another' batch of letters.
but also stable
rated
coneent
only
-Hen-ever, some of them a r e
at low temperatures. Solutions
pre*.!y cnifir-ult far us to answer."
metaphosphate
ammonium
In th's eatcgi.ry. Lloyd exhibit- of
contain as much as 52 percent
ed card from Lc* Angeles which
of combined nitrogen and phosc,ir.a'n..c1 :he lone sentence: "Is
phate plant food.
the
in
d
practice
sex still being
United States" And another
mys.tericus number from El SegThe Tennessee valley receivee
nndo. Calif.. that queried:"What's an average of 2.74 inches of rain
ntw in summer fun?"
in August. far below the 65.
"I guess." said Lloyd, "t h e year average of 4.26 'inches for
said today.
cliestion • that we get most often the month,
_
_ has _La _do . with . sports_
East of Chattanooga the Taff
asked to show hew squash is
shows
THIS TOUCHINO_pboto
rugby or some such 'was 2.44 inches. compared' with
or
Michael
played
of
mother
aged
the
the long-range average of 4.59
Koutsoftas after she made tier
inches. West of that city precipi,
adarear
'Nicosia
from
a
e's
card
in
-Her
him
to
visit
last
higher,
nt.ral. He wants to know how tation was somewhat
Cyprus. He was one of three
for terrorist •tc 1:ri7s of vitamin 13 are added 3.03 inches; the 65,year average
Cypriots hanged
(fatcrisalional) :o
for that seetion is 3.89 inches.
killings.
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Men's New FALL SUITS by Griffon
In Shetlands, Tweeds, Herringbones and Camberd Cloth.
Large selection of styles and colors. We have your size
in the new Fall suits.

Men's New Fall Champ Hats
In the new fall colors. We have
your size. Come in and pick your
style.

$835 & $1000
Other Men's

GENUINE FUR FELT HATS

Men'. NOW

Fall

$3.95 and $5.95

In Rig Leaguer. and New
Italian Cellar

:rvA

Cap-Toe
Oxford
Brown

LONG SLEEVE SPORT SHIRT
For

EKE IN CLEVELAND TO GIVE BENDER A BOOST

1

Men in Ivy League - New Venetian, Cloth
Gabardines and Butter Cloth Plaids

now $3.95
LONG 'SLEEVE SPORT SHIRTS
Good Selections in Gabardines, Dan River
Cotton, and Oxford' Cloth

2. Pant Suits

only $2.95

Flannels and Tweeds
100% Wool

MEN'S DRESS OXFORDS
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS

With Extended Sole

Broadcloth, Short and Regular Collars

MEN'S FALL SUITS
Gabardine and Wool Worsted

LOAFERS
In Black or Brown

$34.50

MEN'S.

DRESS SHIRTS
White and Solid. -Colors

s George Bender Heft)
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER and Mamie are greeted in Cleveland by 00P Senator
were en route to Lexand John W. Bricher on the Etsenhowers' arrival for a noontime speech. They
to lend support
ington. Ky., for a television address. The President's Cleveland visit was intended (i
t'pritationall
to Bender, whose senatorial opponent is Gov. Frank Lausche.
4

MEN'S FLANNEL SUITS
In The New Fall Colors

WING TIP OXFORDS

$29.50

Black and Cordovan

•a

WHERE WORLD SERIES OPENS

$8.95

CAMP ARGYLE SOCKS
In The New Fall Colors

SADDLE OXFORDS
Flack and White - 14lack Crepe Sole

GRIFFON TOP COATS

$57.50

s

Good Selection Men's New

$9.95
with Black
_ Crepe Sole
iht

Men's New Fall

CAMP COTTON SOCKS

FALL SPORTS COATS

Solid Color - 6-Ply Heel and Toe

$19.50

$9.95

Good Selection Men's

S
MEN'S STRETCH SOCKS NEW FALL PANT
— 100% NYLON —

79e - 2pr.$1.00
SPECIAL!

White Buck
MEN'S
Brown sa

Black G( re

$8.95

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS..10 for $1

All Wool Flannel and Gabardine

$995 to
RAYON and ACETATE

$595 to $795

I BELK- SETTLE Co.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Inset shows
opens, has an official seating capacity of 32,111.
(international?
HMIS FIELD, where the World Series
winners.
pennant
league
.
National
n
Dodgers
Walter Alton, manager of the Brookly
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